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Abstract
The present study aimed at describing the dispositions of students around a coffee plantation in solving algebraic problems, especially
those pertaining to fraction and comparison. Critical thinking disposition denotes the initial milestone to developing students’ critical
thinking skills. The study investigated four components of critical thinking dispositions, comprising of truth-seeking, open-mindedness,
self-confidence, and inquisitiveness. The subjects under investigation were 45 students at the second grade of a junior high school
situated around Garahan coffee plantation in Jember district, East Java, Indonesia. The study covered several phases, inter alia, (1)
describing problems on Algebra to the students, (2) recording any activities of the research subjects when doing tasks given, (3)
analyzing the students’ answer sheets based on four components of critical thinking dispositions, (4) conducting method triangulation
projected to confirm the preliminary findings on the students critical thinking dispositions, and (5) determining the students’ critical
thinking dispositions based on the results of direct observation, video recording, and interview. The study gained several findings related
to the students’ dispositions. First, the students’ tendency in truth-seeking was characterized by their analysis on the problems given on
themes regarding coffee. This prevented them from making mistakes as they checked some information, be it known or unknown, as the
bases for problem solving. However, not every student was aware of what was unknown about the problem or what was required to solve
the problem. Second, their tendency in open-mindedness was evinced by the fact that they were assured of their answer as they related it
to their experience in planting coffee. Nevertheless, some students tended to ask their parent when they had to determine the amount of
diameter comparison between two logs to be connected. Third, they tended to be confident in solving problems given as they had
experienced the activities described in the problem when they assisted their parents in planting coffee, but still some students had yet to
be sure of their answers as they lacked the experience in planting coffee. Lastly, they tended to possess sound inquisitiveness concerning
various issues pertinent to solving algebraic problems, especially themed on coffee. They acquired the inquisitiveness by observing the
actual activity in their environment. Nonetheless, their inquisitiveness could not be generalized to algebraic lessons at school.
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1. Introduction
Critical thinking is a logical and reflective thinking skill required
in determining what should be decided or what should be done [1].
Critical thinking is tremendously essential for all students at both
primary and secondary education if they are to keep up with the
21st century [2, 3]. Partnerships for 21st Century Skills strongly
recommends that education is to put more emphasis on learning
which strives to develop the 4Cs rather than content mastery. The
Government of Indonesia through the Ministry of Education and
Culture voices positive outlook on these recommendations.
Grappling with the very challenge, graduates of primary and
secondary education programs are required to master creative
thinking skills, coupled with the quality of being productive,
independent, critical, collaborative, and communicative. Owing to
the regulatory policy, all elementary and primary as well as
secondary education institutions in Indonesia are required to
develop these skills. This implies that all education stakeholders
involved in an educational institution has to be called to work in
tandem on the development of the 4Cs to students.

However, in reality, critical thinking has yet to be developed to its
outmost, either in the oversea countries or throughout Indonesia,
as is the case in the school around Garahan coffee plantations [4,
5, 6]. The very issue makes it necessary to carry out an
undertaking aimed to improve the critical thinking of students,
especially those around the coffee plantation of Garahan, Jember,
East Java, Indonesia. The process of improving and developing
the critical thinking dispositions of the students is highly
dependent on their understanding of the environment [4, 7].
Students who master critical thinking skills hardly rush in making
decisions when they encounter a problem which demands higherorder thinking [1, 8]. They always resort to fine reasoning. They
always remain skeptical, strives to find out actual conditions,
analyze them carefully and comprehensively, put a lot of thoughts
on the conditions, and emphasize facts rather than opinions. They
always consider the best decision prior to taking action [9]. It is
natural therefore that students with critical thinking are considered
to have better chances of success in everyday life as well as in
their academic assignment [10]. Referring to the abovementioned
discussion, the present study deems it necessary to make an effort
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devoted to improving students’ critical thinking, especially around
the coffee plantations.
One research suggests that student’s critical thinking skills will
increase when the disposition of critical thinking is satisfactory
and fulfils all the critical thinking disposition components [6, 11,
12]. The dispositions of critical thinking is one of two critical
thinking components [1, 11, 13, 14]. The critical thinking
disposition itself denotes a person's tendency to behave or act
when facing a problem [1, 2, 15]. Therefore, it is necessary to
encourage the students around the coffee plantations to develop
their critical thinking dispositions through problem solving
process on daily-life issues pertinent to coffee. In this study, the
critical thinking disposition of the students around coffee
plantations can be scrutinized from the initial process they
perform when encountering algebraic problems related to coffee.
There are several studies which shed lights on the indicators and
components of critical thinking dispositions. As a corollary, some
experts have developed some indicators of people who have
critical thinking dispositions. People who have this critical
thinking disposition tend to ask for clarity, work diligently, seek
information persistently, promote rationality, ponder possible
impacts resulting from their action, and put considerate emphasis
on precision [16]. Another expert, Lai, says that people who have
a critical thinking disposition tend to be open-minded, fairminded, rational (reasoned), inquisitive, curious (strive to be wellinformed), and flexible [17]. According to Kokdemir [18], people
with critical-thinking dispositions tend to be concerned with truth,
open-minded, analytical, systematic, confident, and inquisitive
[18]. That notion is slightly different from that of Ennis's
disposition components, which encompasses truth-seeking, openmindedness, analytical, systematic, self-confident, inquisitive, and
mature [1].
In this study the components of critical thinking disposition under
investigation pertain to truth-seeking, open-mindedness, selfconfidence, and inquisitiveness. With regard to the first
component, when operated in solving problems, students are said
to have the attitude of truth-seeking if they carry out an attempt to
analyze problems based on their experience and knowledge prior
to resorting to a proper solution. If they have not found a correct
decision, then they will try to find another way to find the solution
to the problem at hand. As in the case of the second component,
open-minded, this notion is evident on students willing to hear and
accept opinions from others if the answer they listen to is true and
coupled with some appropriate reasons. Open-mindedness opens
student’s mind to the possibility that an idea, view, data, theory,
and conclusion can be either right or wrong. Student is said to
possess the fourth component, confidence in critical thinking,
when he shows confidence in the process of inquiry and believes
one opinion he considers true and corroborated by critical
thinking. As regard to the last component, students are said to
have curiosity when their attitude displays curiosity about
something or a growing issue. This is usually actualized by raising
questions and also carefully listening to the steps of thinking
expressed by friends and trying to find ideas from media for
problem solving, in addition to resources from friends and
teachers.

2. Research Method
This research was qualitative descriptive in nature, which
described in depth the disposition of critical thinking of students
around the coffee plantation in solving algebraic problem. The
type of problem given to the research subjects was a question,
which was open to more than one answer, involving one question
in each problem. The critical thinking disposition components
observed were truth-seeking, open-mindedness, self-confidence,
and inquisitiveness. The subjects under investigation were 45
students at the second grade of a junior high school situated
around Garahan coffee plantation in Jember district, East Java,
Indonesia. The study covered several phases, inter alia, (1)
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describing problems on Algebra to the students, (2) recording any
activities of the research subjects when doing tasks given, (3)
analyzing the students’ answer sheets based on four components
of critical thinking dispositions, (4) conducting method
triangulation projected to confirm the preliminary findings on the
students critical thinking dispositions, and (5) determining the
students’ critical thinking dispositions based on the results of
direct observation, video recording, and interview.

3. Results and discussion
There were fifteen junior high school students who did not have
good critical thinking disposition. These students tended to pay
less attention to the information given to the problem they dealt
with. As such, many students of these made mistakes in solving
the problem. The students did not resort to their experience when
directly involved in the process of coffee farming. As a result,
their critical thinking disposition component of truth-seeking
could hardly evolve, because the students were incapable of
showing analytical stance on the information upon problem
solving.
Furthermore, when scrutinized on the critical thinking disposition
components germane to open-mindedness, these fifteen students
were not able to provide any other means or alternative to the
solutions they had proposed. However, when given a problem that
they thought to be difficult, these students resorted to asking their
parents who worked as farmers or coffee garden workers. So,
students could ask for their parents' advice and experience, which
would be of great help in dealing with the problem solving.
Therefore, these 15 students posed satisfactory open-mindedness.
The study also found out that these fifteen students felt some
disbelief in them because they did not experience the process of
farming coffee directly. In addition, the students were also unsure
of the answers they came up with. However, the tendency in
curiosity was very good. This was because students tried to
discuss with their parents to solve the problem and discuss with
the teacher and some other friends.
The findings of these fifteen students were slightly different from
those of the other twenty students. The difference lied in the
tendency of behavior in seeking truth and the openness in
answering questions. The twenty students always checked the
truth of the information given in problem by analyzing what were
known and unknown thereof. In addition, they also probed the first
things unknown, yet essential to solving the problem. After
ensuring that the information on the given problem was complete,
they tried to solve the problem in clear and detailed stages. The
completion was based on their experience when farming coffee in
their daily life. These students worked on not one, yet two
alternatives of problem solving. They applied different angles
when attempting to solve problem pertinent to cutting the coffee
rod, so that there were two answers generated. Furthermore, with
regard to their cognitive tendency in seeking information and
curiosity, the students tended to rely on information from their
parents and teachers who were knowledgeable about the process
of farming coffee.
The next ten students showed good critical thinking dispositions
because the four components of critical thinking disposition were
evident when they were given problems about the process of
farming coffee. The tendency of these students upon finding the
truth regarding the problems at hand was to check the information
provided and consulted it to the teacher. The information they
came across was the correct information as presented in the
problems, and when there was an unknown details in the problem,
they tried to analyze it for necessary information. In addition, the
students also tried to find another solution to determining the
diameter comparison of two coffee tree stalks. Another solution
was obtained from discussions and information from their parents,
which was concerned with the process of merging two coffee
stalks. Thus, the answers obtained from the given problem vary
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greatly depending on the age and diameter of the coffee rod to be
joined.
The process of accruing students’ curiosity and confidence was
very good. Students were very convinced of the answers they
provided upon solving the problems. This was because they
already had first-hand experience on the process of farming
coffee. In addition, students also tried to find solutions from books
which were were often used by teachers in explaining the material
on grafting coffee plants as found in the school library. Students
also conducted discussions and probed information from parents
and coffee garden owners around their dwellings.
Corroborated by abovementioned findings, the present study has
shed lights on the following concerns. First, the students’ tendency
in truth-seeking was characterized by their analysis on the
problems given on themes regarding coffee. This prevented them
from making mistakes as they checked some information, be it
known or unknown, as the bases for problem solving. However,
not every student was aware of what was unknown about the
problem or what was required to solve the problem. Second, their
tendency in open-mindedness was evinced by the fact that they
were assured of their answer as they related it to their experience
in planting coffee. Nevertheless, some students tended to ask their
parent when they had to determine the amount of diameter
comparison between two stalks to be connected. Third, they
tended to be confident in solving problems given as they had
experienced the activities described in the problem when they
assisted their parents in planting coffee, but still some students had
yet to be sure of their answers as they lacked the experience in
planting coffee. Lastly, they tended to possess sound
inquisitiveness concerning various issues pertinent to solving
algebraic problems, especially themed on coffee. They acquired
the inquisitiveness by observing the actual activity in their
environment. Nonetheless, their inquisitiveness could not be
generalized to algebraic lessons at school.
The research results were in line with those of former researches,
which have reveal that the students are basically skilled in
developing high-level thinking skills in solving problems related
to coffee even though their performance has not been maximized4.
In addition, the findings are also in line with other studies, which
argue that students’ disposition in critical thinking is very much
dependent on the question or theme of given questions [19, 20]. In
this case, the theme of the given problem has to comply with the
students’ environment in their everyday life, so that the critical
thinking disposition has the chance to develop and the students
thus are able to explore problems related to their daily life.
Moreover, students at the age of 15 have yet to develop their
critical thinking disposition optimally [4, 6, 11, 19, 20]. These
former studies support the results of this study, discovering that
only two disposition components were developed, although only
at minor extent, as was the case of self-confidence and curiosity.
Based on these findings, the present study has highlighted the
importance of rationales to determining the themes within which
one’s disposition in critical thinking is detected and explored. The
theme, as a result, has to be adapted to his daily environment.
Moreover, further research is required to delve into 3 (three) other
components of critical thinking disposition which have not been
investigated in the study. Finally, similar research can be done to
different subjects who have the same culture and background as
those in this study.

4. Conclusion
The present study has drawn the following conclusions. First, the
students’ tendency in truth-seeking was characterized by their
analysis on the problems given on themes regarding coffee.
Second, the students’ tendency in open-mindedness was evinced
by the fact that they were assured of their answer as they related it
to their experience in planting coffee. In addition, the students
tended to be confident in solving problems given as they had
experienced the activities described in the problem when they
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assisted their parents in planting coffee, but still some students had
yet to be sure of their answers as they lacked the experience in
planting coffee. Lastly, the students tended to possess sound
inquisitiveness concerning various issues pertinent to solving
algebraic problems, especially themed on coffee.
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